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Shift Your Vibes ~ Live Your Dreams

Learn To Set Intentions Every Day
and Power Up Your Life!
 Get clear on what you want
 Control your life
 Dump the drama
 Increase your peace and happiness
 Enjoy building your own personal power

What Is An Intention?
• It is the fuel that manifests your goals and
your visions. Intentions set energy into
motion.
• Intentions + Action = Manifestation
• It helps you get what you want and removes
what you don’t want.
• In medicine it means the process of healing a
wound…interesting, as we shall see.

Intentions Are Powerful

“Intention is one of the most powerful forces
there is. What you really mean and think
when you do a thing will always determine
the outcome, even if you are not aware of your
hidden objectives. This law creates the world.”

Particle Physics
• Energy is defined as the capacity to cause
change.
• All particles – molecules, atoms, sub-atomic –
change their behaviour depending on the
thoughts of the observer. That’s why they are so
hard to study.
• If you think “move in a circle” the particle will
move in a circle; if you think move toward
another particle and touch it, it will do just that.

Why Is Setting Intentions So Important?
• Because if you don’t set intentions you will flounder
and drift like a leaf in the wind.

• Your life will be chaos because all it will attract is
what you don’t want.
• Remember the Law of Attraction dictates that your
sub-conscious creates the vibes that pull in people,
situation and events.

Law of Attraction
• It is the response from the universe and people
to your thoughts and emotional vibrations
without judgment. It’s a law based on energy.
• The universe brings to you what you put out
there; therefore the vibes in our energy field
compel us toward negative behaviours,
difficult relationships, accidents, illnesses
and/or any other activity that parallel our
wounds.
• These imprints re-create painful dramas and
difficult situations over and over again until
healed or displaced.

Mind Over Matter
• We can displace our negative vibes –
hidden or overt - with positive thinking
and intentions.
• We can rise above the sub-conscious
debris by creating new energies and
vibrations with out thoughts.
• The power of thought is very effective and
results do not require major energy
healings.

Co-Creation
• Manifesting results with a clear vision is called cocreation; you are co-creating with your higher self
which is connected to universal flow or spirit.
• The universe and her people see and feel your
thoughts and then follow the Law of Attraction you
have created to make it happen.
• Co-creation happens through action. And action
creates synchronicity. So always be proactive!

Create Synchronicity
• Synchronous events defy the odds and
happen at unexpected times.
• They appear as strange coincidences and
seem to come out of nowhere; but they
come from what you created. You set it
up!
• The more connected we are, the more
synchronous our lives become. It’s
magical!

Setting Intention is Magical
• There is serious magic in co-creating with
the universe.
• You never know how, where or what it is
going to manifest. It flows in like a gentle
river without you even realizing it at first.
• The results are completely natural and in
alignment with your higher self.
• And it works!

You Already Know How
• Every time you think and plan you are
setting an intention.
• Sometimes it works and sometimes it
doesn’t work; let’s make it work every time.
• Mind over matter; your thinking must overrule your sub-conscious vibe.

The First Step is Clarity

• You must be clear on what is your reason, your
purpose and why you want what you want.
(Review Find Your Purpose webinar.)
• Being clear on why, what, where and who we
are doing makes it so much easier for the
universe and all her people to align with us.

Crystal-Clear Vision
• Keeping your crystal-clear vision
close and knowing exactly what you
want makes us powerful!
• Without clarity and strong visions,
dreams cannot manifest or come to
fruition.
• Every dream that comes true, starts
with a powerful vision, usually
based on strong desires.

Where Do Results Come From?
• It is almost always the change in the behaviours
of other people and their actions toward us who
make our intentions happen; it is not a
mysterious bolt of lightening!
• Remember we are all connected in one big
spider web - the internet is nothing more than a
reflection of our collective energy fields where
we all interact.

Get Clear Every Time
• E.g. If you start a business or a new project without a
clear intention of how you would like it to operate,
how it will impact your life and the lives of your
customers, or how much money you want it to
generate you will lose motivation to carry that
business into success.
• And! You won’t feel supported by other people or by
the universe. And then you might blame them
instead of yourself. Confusions begets confusion.

What Is It That You Don’t Want?
• Too many times we are very clear on what we
don’t want - but are not sure about what it is
that we do want. So what happens? We get
what we don’t want.
• But knowing what we don’t want will help us
discover what it is we do want. Write down
six things that you want to let go of, quit
doing, remove from your life or change.

What Is It That You Do Want?

• Take another look at what you don’t want.
• What realities or manifestations are required to
replace what you don’t want? What are the fill-ins?
• Write down six things that you want. Don’t censure.
• E.g. money, love, a new partner, family harmony, a
new job, more time, better health, deeper
spirituality, improved emotions, a mentor, a
teacher…

Be Clear & Specific
“I want more abundance” or “I need more help”
“I want to be happier” are too vague.

• Open up all opportunities and possibilities to increase my income by $1,000 this
month (start small and gradually increase).
• This is a big project and I am ready to accept help from people – friends,
neighbours, staff. I am open to connecting with them.
• Every decision that I make this week will increase the harmony in my family.
• Bring me the information or the healers that I need to learn about and stop my
headaches. Praying for your headaches to stop won’t work as it is too vague and
your higher self nor the universe knows what it is you want.

Watch Your Language

• The word want actually means lack. Instead of “I want a new job” say “I now
open myself up to a new job.”
• “Open up my opportunities and options to earn a bigger salary”, not “I should
have more money”.

• “What will it take to meet a new partner?”, not “I hope I meet a new partner.”
Hoping is a lost cause. “Open my heart to love.”
• “Bring me the information and programs that I need to get fit and healthy.” I
want to lose weight means that you plan on gaining it again. Loss is negative and
implies that you want it back.

Remove The Blocks!
• The only thing between you and manifesting your
dreams and desires is you!
• Not clearing old belief systems, poverty
consciousness, religious concepts, poor self-esteem,
doubt, not deserving, self-judgement and/or
judgement from others will seriously limit your
results.

Repeat Your Intentions
• Repeat your intentions and clear the blocks
every day or several times a day.
• Results are amplified during meditation or
quiet times when you can really connect to
your higher self and beyond.

Creative Visualization
• Combine your mental intentions with
visualizations – the universe understands
images not words.
• Do a vision board.

Detach From The Outcome
• Let go of all control and how you think it
should happen or look like.
• Let the universe look after the details. Let it
come naturally instead of trying to force it.
• Trust, trust, trust – your higher self has a
magnificent expanded wisdom that you
cannot consciously access.
• Allowing all opportunities and openings to
come your way is the magic.

Intentions Change Lives
“Intentions are the single biggest thing that
you can do to change your life. By staying
focussed on your journey, your health, your
well-being and your unlimited abundance all
negativity is pushed away. Once the universe
sees this you will be blown away with beauty,
love and joy.”
…Marijke

Amazing Arctic Tern

 Migrates a zig-zag route of 71,000 km from Greenland to Antarctica and
then from Antarctica to Africa to South America and back to the Arctic.
 This zig-zag route adds thousands of km to her journey but it also allows
her to follow the spiraling wind patterns. She sees the big picture and stays
focused despite thousands of distractions
 Despite only weighing 4 ounces she complete and totally believes in herself.

Flower Essences

• Blackberry – bringing desires into manifestation; decisive,
concrete action
• Scleranthus – confusion about what one wants; indecision
• Madia – overcoming the tendency to get distracted
• Walnut – welcoming change, healthy transitions, courage to
follow your path

The Crystal Ball

• Crystal balls emit energy in all directions.
• They can be used as a window into the future.
• They move energy through time and different
dimensions helping us to both set and distribute wellselected intentions.

The Sapphire Collection
Focus & Clarity
Blue Calcite, Lapis Lazuli, Snow Quartz

A collection of crystals to open up your
visions and your mental clarity. Helps to
amplify your thoughts and set strong
intentions.
When setting your daily intentions hold the collection
in your hand or place over the third eye. Program the
collection to keep you focused on positive intentions.
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